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The Legacy was an all new model, and was considered a notable departure from Subaru
products in the past. The worldwide introduction of the Legacy sedan and wagon was achieved
in The earlier sedan and wagon are becoming more rare and collectables especially the earlier
wagons. Subaru had earned a reputation of building vehicles that were regarded as "quirky"
while other Asian manufacturers were bringing more upscale and conventional appearing
models to the market. The Legacy was different and became a solid production that changed
Subaru's reputation. The Legacy appeared at the same time as the US introduction of Lexus and
Infiniti and five years after Acura , and it was interpreted by some as Subaru's attempt at
participating in the emerging imported luxury car market. However, Subaru did not have a V6 or
V8 engine. The Legacy was more automotive aerodynamic than previously built products, with
soft edges and a more coherent appearance. The sedan has a break in the beltline where it
drops down from the windshield to the front door glass, and then juts up from the rear door
glass to the rear window, and the beltline is interrupted as it transitions down to the rear
window on the wagon. The beltline treatment was used again on the SVX when it was
introduced in The Legacy was also the second Subaru to use wheels with five lug nuts instead
of four to better cope with the increased horsepower and torque from the powertrain. The
Subaru star badge used since the introduction of the was modified, with a more conventional
and stylized appearance, in comparison to versions used on previous vehicles. The car was
built with many luxury and technological advancements normally found on more expensive
vehicles as standard equipment, such as power windows , central locking , fuel injection , air
conditioning , vehicle speed sensitive, variable effort, power assist rack-and-pinion steering ,
alloy wheels , 4-wheel independent suspension MacPherson struts in front and Chapman struts
for the back with both negative scrub and anti-dive and squat geometery , anti-sway bars front
and rear, and all-wheel disc brakes. In many markets, only four-wheel-drive models were sold,
or a very limited front-wheel-drive lineup. On vehicles equipped with power central locking, the
feature is activated from the inside drivers door lock switch only, by pushing the rocker switch
to lock or unlock all doors. There is no label on any of the doors that suggest the door lock
function is electric. Other doors can be locked or unlocked individually by pushing the
respective door lock rocker switch, but it will not lock or unlock the other doors. The outside
key door lock can unlock the drivers door only by turning the key partially, or with a complete
turn to the left to unlock all doors. The fuel efficiency for the 2. All wagons available to the
Japanese were the extended roof version, referred to as the "Touring Wagon", and the air
suspension, called "EP-S" electronic pneumatic-suspension , was only available on the AWD
equipped VZ wagon with an automatic transmission. Plastic wheel covers were not offered on
the entry level "Ei" sedan or wagon, and the inch wheel was painted silver instead of black. The
"Ti type S" sedan and wagon, introduced in , were offered with items available on the more
expensive VZ and TZ but with the smaller 1. The reason for this was it allowed Japanese buyers
to purchase the higher equipped models while avoiding the higher cost of Japan's annual road
tax , where the 2. A partial 4WD system was offered on the lower trim level "Mi" and "Ei" sedans
and wagons with a manual transmission only, activated by an imbedded switch on top of the
gear shift lever. A glass moonroof was not available until on both the GT and VZ sedan and
wagon. At the Legacy's introduction, the top level VZ sedan interior was originally available in
blue, gray or a special color combination of pearl white exterior paint with dark red upholstery
and brown interior plastic, with the other sedans and wagons offering interior color choices of
blue or gray. The VZ wagon that was painted black came with light gray two-tone paint scheme
on the lower half of the vehicle, and both front and rear bumper covers below the bumper rub
strip, which was later used when the Outback was introduced with the Second Generation. Blue
interior was offered on vehicles with blue exterior paint only. When model year arrived,
however, the interior color choices were reduced to gray for the entire product line, with various
types of upholstery selections, including a choice of velour , moquette , or tricot cloth
upholstery based on the trim level. Leather was optional on the GT sedan and wagon only. This
arrangement allowed the exchange of other aftermarket steering wheels using a six screw
installation pattern to suit personal tastes. The black leather steering wheel accompanied
matching black leather on the gearshift, center armrest cover, and parking brake handle. The
upper half of the dashboard on the RS was available with an optional blue color, with the rest of
the dashboard and interior in gray only. The RS and RS type R interior color was black with
black cloth upholstery with matching door panels and extended side bolsters on the front seats,
covered in an upholstery pattern insert unique to the RS and RS type R. Japanese models have
been known to be exported to countries with right-hand driving requirements, such as the UK,
India, Australia and New Zealand. The following was printed, in English, on the front cover of
the Japanese Legacy brochure, as Subaru was proud of their new car:. As its name implies, the
Legacy represents a culmination of Subaru's automotive technology. The engineering and

design of this elegantly modern 2-liter sedan will set new standards for automotive excellence
the world over. Performance, function and quality are the hallmarks of a great sedan. To these
we have added that fun-to-drive feeling unique to Subaru. The Legacy; the more time you spend
with it, the more you will appreciate it. For model year , the British-spec. The British were also
given a choice of vehicles equipped with a Catalytic Converter that restricted fuel usage to
unleaded fuel only. In , the Australians were offered the Liberty RS turbo as a sedan or extended
roof wagon with a manual transmission only. The steering wheel was affixed with six allen head
screws to an adapter hub that incorporated the cruise control activation switch, if cruise control
was installed. The European, British and Australian versions came with two interior color
choices of blue or gray. European upholstery fabric selections of tweed , tricot or textile cloth
were particular to the individual trim level; tweed for the GX, tricot for the GL and textile for the
DL. The British GL was offered with either the tricot or textile upholstery based on the exterior
paint color chosen. Velour upholstery was offered instead of tweed on the Australian GX. The
European and Australian versions were also available as a limited, premium editions, called GX
Gala in Europe, and GX Heritage in Australia offering gray leather on the Euro-spec sedans and
extended roof wagons, and only on the sedan for the Australian-spec Liberty Heritage. The
European DL, which was very similar to the Japanese-spec Ei model, was very basic; items that
weren't offered were a tachometer , power windows and central locking, a radio, individual rear
folding seatbacks on the sedan, and AWD was not available on the DL. The Euro-spec DL also
didn't have plastic wheel covers, and instead was identical to the Japanese-spec Ei, with silver
painted steel wheels and a silver plastic lug nut cover. The European DL also didn't have paint
on the front or rear bumper covers, and remained in their natural state of black plastic. The
Latin-American spec DL also didn't have plastic wheel covers, was sold with silver painted steel
wheels and a silver plastic lug nut cover. Also didn't have paint on the front or rear bumper
covers, and remained in their natural state of black plastic; the engine offered on basic DLs and
some GLs was the carbureted version from the EJ18, which came with a Hitachi carburetor and
a Mitsubishi distributor, from factory. The Latin-American markets had the dual range 5 speed
manual transmissions, as optional equipment. The European, British and Australian wagons
were also available with a dual-range manual transmission , not offered in the United States or
Japan although seven dual range Legacy wagons were imported to the United States as
showroom models, before official sales of the Legacy started. In Germany, the extended roof
wagon was called the Super Station and was available with either the 2. Subarus were not
officially sold in France until February Fuel efficiency ratings for European models 2. The
models can be distinguished from the models by the color of the rub strip that encompasses
the vehicle; the color was gray and the color was black. Also, the color of the automatic front
seat shoulder belt latch was interior color for and black for and subsequent years. For MY , the
"L" trim level was available with a Value Plus option package, which included anti-lock brakes,
power windows, central locking, air conditioning, cruise control, and the 80W stereo. The 2. The
â€”94 Touring Wagons and Sports Sedans received black plastic and fabric interiors. The US
version offered three interior color choices adding a light brown selection to the list. Upholstery
selections were tricot for base level "L" and velour for the uplevel "LS". Leather was only
available on all versions internationally from Subaru in gray. The air suspension height control
was only available on the wagon with an automatic transmission, and a non-turbocharged
engine in all international markets. No sedans were manufactured by Subaru with the air
suspension height control, unlike the Honda Accord and Honda Vigor top trim level sedans and
hatchbacks which were. Many rural United States Postal Service routes used specially ordered
right hand drive Legacys to deliver mail. These wagons were available from to and differed very
little from the private use "L" trim level Legacy. Each had unique options, and may have been
sold only in specific areas of the US. Trim levels on the US version can be easily identified by
the color of the outside door handles. Base trim levels can be identified by chrome door
handles, whereas uplevel had painted door handles that match the exterior color. Japanese
models all had chrome door handles and European and Australian versions all had painted door
handles. The US door handle tradition continued until model year on the fifth generation Legacy
platform, with Subaru using black plastic instead of chrome starting with Legacy lower trim
levels. MY saw the Japanese-spec door handles changed to the European version of painted
handles, a feature they still use on current models. The first generation Legacy model codes are
decoded with the first letter "B" representing the Legacy model. The second letters are C sedan
, J flat roof wagon , and F high roof wagon. The third character represents the engine and
drivetrain: 2 1. The newly developed computer-controlled 4-speed automatic transmission ,
called the 4EAT in both FWD and AWD guises, uses a lock up torque converter , and does not
use an overdrive feature. The transmission had a feature where it could be instructed to ignore
1st gear from a standing stop to assist driving on traction limited situations, such as ice and

snow. The system was activated by depressing a button on the gearshift selector marked
"Manual" and moving the gearshift from the "D" position down to "3rd". A yellow indicator light
marked "Manual" also lights up at the bottom center of the instrument cluster when the system
is ready to be used. The car would then start in 2nd gear, and not 1st, then as the car gained
speed would shift up to 3rd, locking out 4th gear. The transmission's computer also splits the
delivered torque between the front and rear wheels. Once the car stopped, the transmission
would start back in 2nd and not 1st, until the system was disengaged with the "Manual" button
or upshifting to 4th. The automatic transmission also has engine over-rev protection by shifting
the transmission to the next available gear once rpm has been achieved, even if the gear
selector is in a low gear position. The computer that monitors and controls automatic
transmission operations and status is networked with the fuel injection management computer ,
as well as the cruise control and anti-lock brake computer, if so equipped. Information is shared
so that the vehicle operates as efficiently as possible. The computers that monitored various
conditions also have the ability to store occurrences of possible malfunction, and aid qualified
mechanics in the diagnosis and possible repair of various systems. When the front wheels
began to experience a loss of grip, the transmission automatically sent available torque to the
rear wheels, up to split between the front and rear wheels until grip was reestablished at the
front wheels, without notifying the driver or occupants that torque was being redirected. When
accelerating or driving uphill, the vehicles weight shifts rearward, reducing front wheel traction,
causing the transmission to automatically send torque to the rear wheels to compensate. When
braking or driving downhill, the vehicle's weight shifts towards the front, reducing rear wheel
traction. The transmission again compensates by sending torque to the front wheels for better
steering control and braking performance. If the automatic is placed in Reverse or "1st" gear,
the transmission divides the torque to both front and rear wheels. However it was only available
as an add on for the 92â€”94 US Turbo. The automatic transmission also has the ability to
change the shift points, and hold the gears longer when the engine is operating at higher RPMs.
This is achieved by pressing the accelerator pedal quickly, which causes an indicator light
marked as "Power" at the bottom center of the instrument cluster to light up. The European and
Australian version came equipped with a center console installed override switch labeled "AT
Econo" which instructed the computer to utilize the "Power" mode, and remain so until the
switch was reset to "Econo" mode. The "Power" mode was also available for engine braking ,
causing the transmission to downshift rpm earlier than in "normal" mode. For , the "Manual"
button on the gearshift was replaced by a "Econo" switch on the gearshift, and the console
mounted button was changed from "AT Econo" to "Manual", so that the transmission was
always in "Econo" mode until the gearshift mounted switch was disengaged. Unlike the United
States and Japanese version, which went into "Power" mode only when the accelerator was
pushed rapidly, the "Power" mode on the European and Australian version was activated by
either console or gearshift installed switches. The manual transmission uses a true gear type
viscous limited slip center differential. The secondary shaft in the transmission is hollow with
the pinion shaft extending through it to the center differential. It provides a torque balance
under acceleration and deceleration up to the point of wheel slip, then the VLSD begins to send
more torque to the wheels with more traction. Non-turbo model also included Hill Holder which
allows the car to remain stopped on an incline by only depressing the clutch pedal, instead of
both the clutch and brake pedal. The EJ series flat-4 aluminium alloy engine, specially
developed for the Legacy, was the most powerful engine Subaru had built to date, and the
engine is currently offered in many configurations. In an attempt to ensure durability and
longevity, Subaru chose to use five main crankshaft bearings. The engine has either single or
double overhead camshaft architecture and pent-roof , cross flow cylinder firing chambers. The
ignition utilized distributorless ignition , using a computer-controlled coil pack and spark plug
wires to supply the electrical charge. Later versions of this engine used coil packs installed
directly on top of the spark plug. Problems detected by the cars' on-board computers are
signified by a "check engine" light , alerting the driver that maintenance is needed immediately.
The air-fuel mixture is monitored by a mass air flow sensor and emissions are controlled by an
oxygen sensor installed in front of a catalytic converter. It also uses reverse flow engine
cooling, meaning cool water from the radiator entered the cylinder heads first and then exited
through the top of the engine block back into the top of the radiator. The water flow was
controlled by the thermostat which is located next to the water pump underneath the engine.
Installing the thermostat in this position allows it to more accurately control the temperature of
the water as it enters the engine from the cylinder heads first, thereby better preventing an
occurrence of thermal shock. The Japanese use the smaller engine because of Japanese
vehicle size legislation , which determines the tax to be paid based on the cars dimensions and
engine displacement. However, the Japanese domestic market JDM engine was more powerful,

even without the turbo. The DOHC 2. The turbocharged engine was initially offered
internationally in the sedan only, with Japanese buyers able to choose between a sedan or
wagon on the GT starting in The US turbocharged engine was available with either a manual or
automatic transmission. Subaru did not sell a Legacy Turbo in the United States from to This
was due to Subaru having upgraded the single turbo used in the Legacy with a twin turbo
engine starting with the Second Generation and continued with the Third Generation. The twin
turbo configuration was not compatible with left-hand drive vehicles because the turbo on the
left side interferes with both the brake master cylinder and steering linkage, among other
things. In the United States, the Legacy was introduced with automatic seat belts due to United
States National Highway Traffic Safety Administration NHTSA regulations stating that all cars
produced from April 1, were to be equipped with a passive front passenger restraint system that
would protect front occupants from frontal impact without occupant participation. This
regulation was enacted to force manufacturers to install air bags in their vehicles. In , Subaru
added a driver side airbag only as an option for models which didn't satisfy the U. The and
models all had a driver side airbag standard. If a vehicle had dual air bags, the passive seat belt
systems could be removed, which Subaru did in , with the Second Generation. The monocoque
body integrated a steel safety cage that surrounded the passenger compartment, with
collapsible engine and trunk sections for added passenger protection. Steel beams were added
inside the front and rear door to protect passengers from side collisions. To increase the
rigidity of the front and rear bumpers, a styrofoam insert is added, which is used on vehicles
sold only in North America. Subaru asserts the inclusion of their AWD technology is a safety
feature, allowing the driver to avoid possible unsafe conditions by enabling the vehicle to
maintain contact with the road and avoid a possible accident, even during inclement weather
[1]. All turbocharged vehicles, both sedan and wagon, were sold equipped with ABS and rear
ventilated disc brakes as standard equipment, except in Australia where ABS was optional on
the RS turbo. The Japanese vehicles had rear lap belts only on the lower trim levels and 3-point
outboard position lap and shoulder belts with a center rear position lap belt on all vehicles with
the 2. Seat belt pre-tensioners with Emergency Locking Retractors called E. Canadian spec
Legacy were not fitted with automatic seat belts due to objections from the Canadian
Government and current United States owners have been known to convert the automatic seat
belts to the Canadian version when the mechanism fails to retract. Replacing the failed
automatic seat belt is currently cost-prohibitive due to current Subaru pricing for failed parts.
All Legacy wagons sold in Europe came with rear seat headrests and 3-point outboard position
lap and shoulder belts as standard equipment, whereas rear headrests were available on upper
trim levels elsewhere. All international Legacy, except the US, had front seat adjustable anchor
shoulder belts. Some of the affordable luxury items included express up and express down
driver side power window, an electric tilt and sliding moonroof with ventilated sunshade, tilt
steering with memory feature that allowed the spring-loaded steering column to "jump up" and
out of the way, power mirrors, 4-way adjustable headrests, velour upholstery and upgraded
plush carpeting on the USDM Legacy LS sedan and wagon, adding leather-wrapped steering
wheel, gearshift and parking brake handle in Also in , automatic digital climate control, which
was deleted in , and an in-dash CD player, among other things were added to the US options
list. Several exterior paint choices came with a pearlescent appearance, offered only in the
United States. The Japanese version of this factory installed stereo was rated at W and the
volume control knob was situated on the right side of the stereo and the frequency display was
on the left. The stereo unit used for the United States and Australia had the volume control on
the left and the frequency display on the right. The in-dash CD player, sourced from Clarion,
was available on the United States, Japanese and Australian sedan and wagon as an extra cost
option, and is easily attached to the double DIN stereo. The European and British versions were
installed with standard headlight washers and rear fog lights , so that other drivers could see
them in inclement weather and at night. European models also received glass-lens halogen
headlights that could have the distance the light was projected adjusted from an electric switch
installed on the dashboard, and also received speed sensitive, variable effort power steering ,
and both items were standard installed. The Australian-spec sedan and wagon were equipped
with the rear fog light, but not the headlight washers. The Europeans could not get an in-dash
cupholder located in the small space below the HVAC controls and above the stereo, found in
the Australian, United States and Japanese models. In that location instead is a clock, and a
button to deploy an electric radio antenna, if so equipped. Clocks are integrated with the OEM
stereo internationally. The Japanese versions offered electrically folding power mirrors , 8-way
power drivers seat with power recline for the seat back, and infrared keyless remote entry
integrated into the ignition key. The GT and VZ had a feature where the driver's door could be
opened without using a key or remote, using a driver programmed security code that was

entered by pulling the exterior door handle a specific number of times, in accordance with a
4-digit security code found in its memory. This feature was only installed on vehicles with the
infrared keyless remote. Vehicles equipped with the infrared keyless remote feature can be
identified by having a dark plastic receiver patch installed on the driver's door handle, located
directly above the entry lock keyhole. The transmitter installed in the ignition key was aimed at
this receiver patch on the door handle. All vehicles manufactured for sale in Japan with power
windows had a feature where the power windows would still operate for 30 seconds after
removing the ignition key. A minor facelift to the front end came in for the model year, revising
the grille, front fenders, hood and headlamps to provide a similar appearance with the
introduction of the Subaru SVX luxury GT coupe, along with interior and exterior color changes.
For MY , the US-spec wagons were available with minor trim packages, called the Alpine Sport
and Sun Sport, which were basically "L" trim level wagons with optional equipment, such as
heated front seats, added as a "Value Option Group" and also came with graphics denoting the
package on the exterior of the vehicle. The US-spec LSi wagon was available with tan leather
interior, with matching leather on the steering wheel, gearshift selector, center armrest, interior
door panels, and parking brake handle. The red plastic rear trim piece, on both the sedan and
wagon, continues but the word "Subaru" is exchanged for the word "Legacy". Also, the Subaru
star logo is no longer used on the back of the sedan or wagon. Japanese models saw the
introduction of the GT type S2 sedan, which added BBS alloy wheels and rear trunk spoiler as
standard equipment, the VZ type R, and the Brighton , which had much of the luxury equipment
from the VZ trim level and the 2. The Japanese-spec TZ was replaced by the Brighton trim name.
A Nardi three spoke black leather steering wheel was installed with the "STi" logo on the center
horn button. The only major upgrade mentioned was upgrading the fuel injection ECU, and
increasing the turbocharger pressure from the standard mmHg to mmHg, which was being used
on the "RS" sedan and the same engine torque output, with an automatic transmission only.
The â€” Japanese version incorporated the side repeater into the side of the front corner turn
signal lens with the side repeater protruding from the lens so that it could be seen laterally, then
later adopting the European configuration in The â€” European and Australian Legacy had side
repeater lenses installed in the front fender just behind the front wheel, with the front turn
signals installed next to the headlights. Starting with the facelift, the European model sold in
Germany was available in a "Hubertus 2" trim level on the 1. It was also fitted with the height
adjustable air suspension, allowing the vehicle to travel off-road. The name Hubertus is used by
a German hunting knife manufacturer and the name Hubertus is the patron saint of hunters. The
front turn signals were relocated from underneath the bumper on US versions to their new
location next to the headlights, as in the Japanese, Australian and European versions. Side
repeater lenses were also added to the US version, but they were used as side marker lights and
not turn signal repeaters. In the United States, parking lights were installed next to the
headlights for MY â€” within dedicated corner lenses, then incorporated with the front turn
signals from to current models. Parking lights for European, Australian and Japanese versions
were incorporated inside the headlights, on the outer edge. All international versions of the
Legacy utilize a dedicated parking light switch installed on top of the steering column until
model year It was also sold as the Isuzu Aska for MY During the Safari Rally, 58 vehicles entered
but only 10 cars crossed the finish line. Group N is a designation noting that the car is nearly
identical to showroom models. The only modifications made are those required to meet safety
regulations for the event. Another Group N Legacy finished the Acropolis Rally driven by Ian
Duncan taking top honors and finishing the race in eighth place. The US Legacy was marketed
as an affordable, luxurious sedan and wagon without the premium price, similar to the
marketing efforts in Japan and Australia. The American, Japanese and Australian brochures
actually define the vehicle as a luxury car [3]. The European and British Legacy were marketed
as a roomy, comfortable, yet durable vehicle for life in the country, with unexpected amenities.
The only Japanese competitor to continue offering all-wheel-drive in a similarly sized sedan was
Mitsubishi in the premium sport package Mitsubishi Galant VR-4 , whereas Subaru offered
all-wheel-drive as an option on all trim levels internationally. The Legacy sedan had very similar
dimensions and appearance to the current at the time Toyota Cressida. When Subaru decided to
offer a sedan and wagon that pushed the limits of Japanese regulations concerning exterior
dimensions and engine size, it appears they drew inspiration from early s Toyota Mark II and
Nissan Maxima , adding their all-wheel drive to the list of options as a safety feature. The Honda
Legend introduced in , appears to be a significant inspiration, with a very similar rear tail light
influence on the Legacy sedan, and the appearance of the word "Legacy" across the trunklid in
a similar "Legend" fashion. Many of the technical advancements included with the Legend,
along with ergonomic desirability of various features found themselves appearing in the
Legacy. Items like variable length intake manifolds, multi-port sequential fuel injection,

independent strut suspensions, attention to aerodynamic design standards, and the desire to
have a car that attempted to redefine what a luxury car should be. Other items like push button
heating and ventilation controls, lighted footwells for the driver, storage pockets in the front
doors with optional puddle lighting for all doors, bronze tinted glass to reduce glare and UV
intrusion into the vehicle, hydraulic engine mounts to reduce engine vibrations intruding inside
the vehicle, and numerous other items. The alloy wheels that were used on the Legacy LS sedan
and wagon are also similar in appearance to the alloy wheels used on the Legend LS as well.
The Legacy wagon in Japan has always been described as the "Legacy Touring Wagon" and not
a station wagon or estate, a tradition still maintained. Legacy trim levels also match the trim
packages offered in North America, using "L" for the entry level model and "LS" on upper trim
level products. In North America, starting with model year , the Legacy sedan and wagon saw
the introduction of the Mitsubishi Diamante as a luxury wagon with optional all-wheel drive with
a V6 engine. In Japan, the early s saw a rise in popularity of entry level luxury 4-door hardtop
sedans, notably the Nissan Presea , Toyota Carina ED , Honda Vigor , Mazda Efini MS-8 and the
Mitsubishi Emeraude all utilizing frameless side windows on a compact sedan wheelbase. Some
vehicles had a slim "B" pillar between the front and rear door while others didn't. The Legacy
wagon appeared around the same time as the Nissan Avenir. The Legacy was introduced with
many different trim levels, and are collected as rare vehicles from , , , with an assortment of
different names i. Brighton, Lancaster, VZ to name a few. Willis also appeared in the Japanese
market Subaru Legacy sales brochure for both the sedan and wagon, wearing a linen suit in
both brochures. Jennifer also did singing commercials for the third generation, with the song "
Ain't It Funny ". Willis reappeared in a commercial for the fourth generation model to celebrate
the production of the 3 millionth Legacy in From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. This article
needs additional citations for verification. Please help improve this article by adding citations to
reliable sources. Unsourced material may be challenged and removed. Main article: Subaru
Legacy. Motor vehicle. This section is written like a personal reflection, personal essay, or
argumentative essay that states a Wikipedia editor's personal feelings or presents an original
argument about a topic. Please help improve it by rewriting it in an encyclopedic style. May
Learn how and when to remove this template message. April New Zealand Car. Categories :
Subaru vehicles Cars powered by boxer engines Cars introduced in s cars. Hidden categories:
Articles needing additional references from May All articles needing additional references
Articles with short description Short description is different from Wikidata All articles that may
contain original research Articles that may contain original research from May Wikipedia
articles with style issues from May All articles with style issues. Namespaces Article Talk. Views
Read Edit View history. Help Learn to edit Community portal Recent changes Upload file.
Download as PDF Printable version. Wikimedia Commons. Subaru Fuji Heavy Industries. FF
layout standard F4 layout optional. Subaru Legacy second generation. Colin McRae. Derek
Ringer. Justy KA. Outback Sport. XV Crosstrek. Sport compact. WRX VA. Legacy BM. Legacy
BN. Legacy BW. XT AX. SVX CX. Forester SF. Forester SG. Forester SH. Forester SJ. Forester
SK. Outback BG. Outback BH. Outback BP. Outback BR. Outback BS. Outback BT. Tribeca WX.
Ascent WM. Coupe utility. Baja BT. Doing so could save you hundreds or thousands of dollars.
Edmunds also provides consumer-driven dealership sales and service reviews to help you
make informed decisions about what cars to buy and where to buy them. Simply research the
type of car you're interested in and then select a used car from our massive database to find
cheap prew-owned vehicles for sale near you. Once you have identified a used vehicle you're
interested in, check the AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read dealer reviews, and find out
what other owners paid for the Used Subaru Justy. Is it better to lease or buy a car? Ask most
people and they'll probably tell you that car buying is the way to go. And from a financial
perspective, it's true, provided you're willing to make higher monthly payments, pay off the loan
in full and keep the car for a few years. Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less expensive
option on a month-to-month basis. It's also good if you're someone who likes to drive a new car
every three years or so. Check out Subaru lease specials Check out Subaru Justy lease
specials. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Review Features Save. View Photos.
Appraise this car. Other years. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Edmunds' Expert
Review. Read more. Write a review See all 2 reviews. The Subaru Justy is a good car that has a
lot to offer, such as great fuel economy, surprisingly attractive interior, rear seat folds down for
lots of room, feels solid on the road and is well suited for daily commuting. Probably not the
best candidate for interstate travel as the lack of power. But overall great for a college student,
and you can't beat that 35 mpg. This old hatchback gets no respect. He extols it's virtues and
then gives her only 2. These cool hatches have 4wd, a rock solid keep clean oil in her 3 banger
cc engine, and the ability to carry what you need for a low price. Did I mention 4wd? These will
be classics one day and will finally get the respect they deserve! Read less. See all 2 reviews of

the Used Subaru Justy. Write a review. IIHS Rating. Side Impact Test. See full safety scores.
People who viewed this also viewed 4. Sponsored cars related to the Justy. Sign Up. Make
Model Year. Price and Payment. Vehicle History. Engine and Drivetrain. Vehicle Listing Details.
Bold and beautiful, this Subaru Legacy Sedan turns even the most discerning heads. Only 89k
miles. Beautiful Quicksilver Metallic exterior with Slate-Gray interior. Only , Miles! New and
pre-owned vehicle sales transactions will be done, for the majority online and over the phone.
Our staff is available to assist you with any questions you have concerning a vehicle purchase.
We are offering at-home deliveries if necessary. The adjusted hours for sales are from a. To p.
Monday through Saturday and am to pm on Sundays. We are able to offer limited test drives
with reduced number of people in the vehicle and increased sanitation requirements.
Customers are required to wear a face mask or face covering when visiting the dealership for
the protection of our employees. Thank You for your cooperation. Crystal White Pearl Subaru
Legacy 2. Recent Arrival! All advertised prices exclude government fees and taxes, any finance
charges, any dealer document preparation charge, and any emission testing charge.
Horsepower calculations based on trim engine configuration. Fuel economy calculations based
on original manufacturer data for trim engine configuration. Please confirm the accuracy of the
included equipment by calling us prior to purchase. One Owner! Description: Used Subaru
Legacy 2. The Subaru Legacy has been around for a long time now, but the model year was
refreshed making this the best Subaru Legacy to ever hit the market. The drivetrain is one of the
most exciting parts of this vehicle due to its new turbo charged engine and of course the
symmetrical awd system. Subaru did not stop making these exciting changes with just the
drivetrain, they also updated the interior. This car being a limited also happens to have a whole
bunch of great interior features such as moon roof, leather interior, and heated seats. The
driving experience of this car is defiantly one to experience in person especially due to the
incredible amount of acceleration the legacy now has thanks to the turbo charged engine! Sales
and deliveries outside MA may incur additional fees. Dont Pay More! Many dealers will surprise
you with hidden fees that are additional to the advertised price. This does not happen at
OffLeaseOnly. You can even skip the dealership all together if you wish. We have Four
State-of-the-Art locations throughout Florida and we can't wait to help you save thousands on
your next purchase! Start shopping online now at OffLeaseOnly. Description: Used Subaru
Legacy 3. New Price! Odometer is miles below market average! Grand Subaru in Bensenville, IL
treats the needs of each individual customer with paramount concern. We know that you have
high expectations, and as a car dealer we enjoy the challenge of meeting and exceeding those
standards. Our experienced Subaru Chicago sales staff is eager to share its knowledge and
enthusiasm with you. We encourage you to browse our online inventory, schedule a test drive
and investigate financing options. Number of Previous Owners: Owner count not provided. Your
safety is our Top Priority. We are constantly sanitizing our vehicles, offices, showroom, etc. Our
delivery drivers will sanitize the vehicle before taking it to you. If you require additional
safeguards, please reach out to our team. This Legacy comes in Crimson Red Pearl! Popular
searches. My notifications My Account. Save Search. Enter your ZIP code to show only relevant
vehicles for sale nearby. Search radius. Home delivery available. Only show local listings. Year
s. Price and Payment Loan Price. Type Sedan 1, Station Wagon 6. Trim 2. Engine and Drivetrain
Transmission Automatic 1, Manual Engine Type Gas 1, Drivetrain All Wheel Drive 1, Cylinders 4
cylinders 1, 6 cylinders Fuel Economy. Vehicle Listing Details Recently added listings. Listings
with recent price drops. Title issue. Not provided. No accidents. Close Linton Motorsport Inc.
Price Drop. Know The Deal. Five Star Dealer. Showing 1 - 18 out of 1, listings. Overall Consumer
Rating. Read more. Read less. Sign Up. Search Go. You can edit the name of your vehicle by
clicking the pencil icon on the right. Something went wrong. Please try again. Select Your
Vehicle Below:. VIN Go. No vehicles found. Select your vehicle below:. Transport your gear and
goods without the mess. Click here to shop the Genuine Subaru Cargo Organizer. Home Subaru
This helps provide a trusted installation and lasting life. Your Nearest Retailers. Liberty Auto
City Subaru. Shop Now. Distance: Kenosha Subaru. Wilde Subaru. Enter your zip code: View
More Retailers. Select a Category. When you regularly maintain your Subaru, you're helping to
maintain peak performance and helping avoid more serious repairs and damage in the future.
Genuine Subaru Accessories Fast. Built to perform and last with custom-fit and function.
Wherever adventure in your Subaru leads, stay plugged in. Comfort and Convenience. Less
difficulty. More enjoyment. All customized to you and your Subaru. Subaru style attuned
precisely to you and your Subaru. Protection and Security. Help prevent the worst and lessen
the impact of the unavoidable in your Subaru. STI Brand. The Subaru mods you want for the
power you crave. Subaru Gear. Shop Gear as unique as you and your Subaru. More than just a
quality product, you desire the self-expression that Subaru provides. Connect more to your
vehicle and other enthusiasts with Genuine Subaru Gear. Links Subaru. Legal Policies. While

every reasonable effort is made to ensure the accuracy of this data, we are not responsible for
any errors or omissions contained on these pages. Please verify any information in question
with a sales representative. Refine your search. L 17 Automatic 1. Automatic 15 Manual 8.
Station Wagon 20 Sedan 9. Gasoline Popular Similar Cars. Refine search. Has been driving
strong but I believe it needs a fuel flush. Recently replaced alternator, radiator, front tires. Used
Subaru Legacy ' Runs good just sat for awhile and may need a tune up. All windows are good
and work. Any questions contact me Engine replaced 40, miles ago, along with water pump,
alternator, timing, head gaskets etc. Google Ads. Runs good, ac not working, power everything.
Would consider trade for a small boat. Air Conditioning. Most reliable car i have ever owned.
Clutch just blew out and i don't have the time to replace it. The car is located at greenwood auto
repairs in american fork. The exterior is rough, but it drove very well up to this point. The engine
is a great one. New timing belt and idler pulleys about miles ago. New brakes and rotors all the
way around, front driver side wheel bearing and new alternator about miles ago. The bad: the
clutch throw out bearing is starting to growl. Quite a bit of rust. The ugly: self explanatory.
Pricing on new buick and gmc vehicles includes all standard national incentives and rebates
that most clients qualify for. This is a cash only vehicle. Tires in great condition. E-z auto has
been in business in bozeman since Every vehicle is inspected and available with an extended
service contract. We offer guaranteed credit approval! See dealer for details. We ship anywhere
in the usa. Based on the superb condition of this vehicle, along with the options and color, this
subaru legacy l is sure to sell fast. With quality in mind, this vehicle is the perfect addition to
take home. Description subaru legacy ls wagon, awd, automatic transmission. Every vehicle is
Inspected and available with an Extended Service Contract. E-Z Auto has been in business in
Bozeman since We ship anywher
chevy 350 hei distributor wiring diagram
w124 service manual
2000 mercury cougar fuel pump relay location
e in the USA.. We offer Guaranteed Credit Approval. Hit in rear k on great clean motor good
seats windshield clean inside good donor car. Text need to sell soon many good parts drives
forward. This was a mercy buy It happens once in awhile and i love it. No one at the auction bid
on this poor scoobie-doo. It was sandwiched between a late model outback and an older but
pretty mercedes convertible. So i bid and didn't win After some haggling with the seller it ended
up going home with me and here it is. I was shocked once i got it up on the lift. Recent brakes
work very well and the ac blows chilly! Everything works as it should and it starts runs and
drives well. What a perfect yard sale car, local grocery fetcher or doggie hauler. Subaru Legacy
Douglas, WA 4 years tixuz. The subaru legacy! Comprehensive style mixed with all around
versatility makes it an outstanding choice! Idaho Idaho 4 years at carsforsale.
Comoptions:description:the subaru legacy! Site map Contact Us Privacy Policy.

